
State Space Models vs Transform-ers for Continuous Control
Description
Many recent approaches tackle reinforcement learning and control as sequencemodeling problems using Transformers as their foundational architecture [1, 3, 4].However, Transformers were originally developed for language processing and maynot be ideally suited for continuous systems prevalent in robotics due to their inher-ent inductive biases. Recently state space model-based approaches have emergedas promising alternatives to Transformers for sequence modeling [2]. Besides bene-ficial scaling properties, their underlying theory builds on classical signal processingfor continuous systems which makes them potentially much better suited as a back-bone for continuous control tasks.

Figure 1: Left: The Decision Transformer [1] is one example of a recent sequencemodeling approach to Reinforcement Learning. It is trained to predict the optimalactions given states, rewards, and previous actions. As the name implies, it builds ona Transformer - an architecture originally designed for discrete language modelingtasks. Right: Recent alternative approaches to sequence modeling build on contin-uous state space models and pose a more principled alternative to transformers forcontinuous control tasks.
In this thesis, we will investigate how to replace the backbone of transformer-basedcontrol approaches with modern state-space models and if their more principledinductive bias leads to practical improvements in continuous robot tasks.Tasks

• Getting familiar with transformer-based sequence modeling approaches for RLas well as current state-space approaches.• Replacing the transformer backbone in several of those approaches with thestate space approach. Here, we can build on existing implementations.• Investigate different design choices of how to include the state space ap-proaches.• Conducting a larger scale evaluation and comparison.References
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